+
A DELIGHTFULLY EASY,
BRILLIANTLY UNIFIED
SYSTEM FOR:
PHONE SERVICE+
TWO-WAY TEXTING+
REMINDERS & RECALLS+
TEAMWORK+
REVIEWS+
PAYMENTS+
ANALYTICS+
+MORE
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Get together.

For a free, no-obligation
demo, please email or call your
Dentimax representative or
contact Dentimax at:

DentiMax
800-704-8494
pmsales@dentimax.com
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WEAVE HAS ONE MISSION:
PHONE SERVICE

AUTOMATED REMINDERS

Your most important
communication tool is
the center of our system

Automated, personalized
reminders and recalls gets rid of
busywork, saving your team time

To relentlessly pursue any idea that brings you and those you serve together. This has led us to
create a unified, innovative phone service + customer communication system designed to delight
both you and your customers with ease-of-use, effectiveness and convenience.

Get a demo at getweave.com
ANALYTICS

CONVERSATIONAL TEXTING
Faster communication
with better response
rates (and, yes, emojis

)

Data that drives smarter
decisions to improve your
business and processes

Meet needs quickly and
easily with integrated
patient profiles

TEXT TO PAY

REVIEWS

Easier and more convenient for your patients,
and they pay faster

Improve your online
reputation and ranking
with automation

We build everything to make
each interaction easier and
more helpful

Smart Notifications help your
team react both immediately
and effectively

MISSED CALL TEXT
Never miss an opportunity
with text messages that
engage any missed call

AND MUCH MORE...
Ask about our Team Chat,
Appointment Quick Fill, Call
Recording and much more

Weave is available
anywhere your phone
is with our iPhone and
Android apps

Fully integrated phone service is the foundation of our
communication ecosystem

The average office that uses Weave sends and

The average office that uses Weave an-

No need to pay for several different

Weave provides phone service, so

Weave reminds offices of

receives about 33 texts per day. Considering

swers 18% MORE incoming calls than the

services with feature overlap, not to

you can ditch your current phone

scheduling opportunities an

that the average text takes 13 seconds

average office not using Weave.

mention the inefficiency of having to

provider and their inflated bills

average of 6 times a day. That’s

know several softwares, and just the

(not to mention their less-than-

1,560 times a year. That’s a lot of

basic inconvenience of jumping back

desirable customer service).

scheduling opportunities.

compared to 90 seconds for the average
phone call, texting with Weave could save
you around 176 hours a year. Imagine what
your team could do with an extra 176 hours.

+

Considering around 90% of non-patient
missed calls will never call back, that’s a
lot more new patient opportunities.

and forth between apps.
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